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Abstract  

A type of composite surface was manufactured for trial to achieve integrated solar heating and 

radiative cooling functions. The spectral properties of the composite surface present a relatively clear 

selectivity in the spectra of solar heating and radiation cooling wavelengths. A combined system for 

both solar heating and radiative cooling (named SH-RC system) based on the composite surface was 

mounted together with a traditional flat-plate solar heating system. Comparative experiments were 

carried out to investigate their thermal performances both at daytime and nighttime. Results showed 

that the composite surface has a relatively evident spectral selectivity. In diurnal collector testing mode, 

the thermal efficiency of the SH-RC collector was 62.7% at zero-reduced temperature, which was 

about 86.4% of that of the traditional flat-plate solar heating collector. In nocturnal collector testing 

mode, the SH-RC collector had net radiative cooling powers of 50.3 W/m2 on a clear night and 23.4 

W/m2 on an overcast night; by contrast, the traditional flat-plate solar heating collector exhibited very 

little radiative cooling capacity. In diurnal system testing mode, the daily average thermal efficiency of 
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the SH-RC system and the traditional flat-plate solar heating system at zero-reduced temperature was 

38.6% and 48.4%, respectively. Based on experimental results, the SH-RC system showed a 

considerable performance for both diurnal solar heating and nocturnal radiative cooling.  

KEYWORDS: Solar heating; Radiative cooling; Atmospheric window; Thermal performance.  

1. Introduction  

   With the excessive exploitation of natural fossil resources like coal, oil, and natural gas, along with 

heavy pollution, environmental and energy-related problems have become the world’s major concerns 

[1]. Solar energy is a renewable and green energy considered to be a promising substitute for 

increasingly exhausted traditional energy resources [2]. Naturally, an increasing number of researchers 

focus on solar energy utilization [3–8]. Photovoltaic and photo-thermal technologies are the main 

applications of solar energy that are developed rapidly in recent years [9–13]. Photo-thermal 

technologies are the most developed solar applications today [14–16]. The largest proportion of energy 

consumed by buildings come from space heating and cooling, which now occupies a significant share 

of society’s total energy consumption [17]. Meanwhile, a large area is required for the utilization of solar 

energy because of its intermittency and low energy intensity. Solar energy installations can be 

integrated with building envelopes easily and can significantly reduce building energy consumption; 

thus, integrating solar energy with buildings is a necessity [18, 19].  

   In the majority of wave bands, the atmosphere weakens heat radiation from the ground to the cold 

outer space because of its low transmittance. However, in bands such as 0.3–3, 3.2–4.8, and 8–13 μm, 

the atmosphere has extremely high transmittance [20]. The wavelength of interest is 8–13 μm (i.e., the 

atmospheric window), where the heat radiation of bodies on the ground is mainly concentrated [21]. The 

phenomenon that objects on the surface of the earth obtain a cooling power by radiating heat to outer 
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space through the atmospheric window is called spectrally selective radiative cooling (short for 

“radiative cooling” in the followings) [22]. Radiative cooling technology has also attracted the attention 

of a growing number of researchers in recent years because of its advantages in energy conservation 

and emission reduction [20–34]. Radiative cooling systems are simple, making them easily 

well-integrated with building envelopes. Moreover, radiative cooling is a totally passive cooling 

technology and thus can obtain cooling powers without any external driving energy inputs. However, 

their cooling powers are not sufficiently large. Basically, a radiative cooling device cannot act as a 

solar collector during daytime because the radiator has extremely low spectral absorptivity in the solar 

radiation wavelength (i.e., 0.2–3 μm) [32]. Conversely and interestingly, a traditional solar collector 

cannot act as a nocturnal cooling radiator because of its extremely low emissivity in the atmospheric 

window wavelength.  

   Inspired by this, it is significant and challenging to offer a system that can act not only as a solar 

heating system in the daytime but also a as a radiative cooling system in the nighttime. This system 

could work all day to address the limitations of traditional radiative cooling devices and flat plate solar 

collectors mentioned above and shorten the initial payback period. To carry out solar heating at 

daytime and radiative cooling at nighttime on the same system, a spectrally selective surface that can 

achieve the two functions should be obtained. This specific surface should have high spectral 

absorptivity (emissivity) for solar radiation and atmospheric window wavelengths so that it could 

obtain a large heating power during daytime and a large cooling power at nighttime. In addition, the 

surface should have low spectral absorptivity (emissivity) in other bands aside from solar radiation and 

atmospheric window wavelengths, allowing it to reduce daily radiant heating loss and nightly radiant 

cooling loss by exchanging heat with the sky and the surroundings. The ideal surface for both solar 
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heating and radiative cooling should have absorptivity (emissivity) of 100% in solar radiation and 

atmospheric window wavelengths and zero in other bands, as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1 Spectral absorptivity (emissivity) of the ideal surface for both solar heating and radiative cooling 

To the best of our knowledge, reports on diurnal solar heating and nocturnal radiative cooling using 

the same system are few. An original study by Matsuta et al. [33] used a type of collective-radiative 

surface made of a black copper plate, which was coated with a thin polyvinyl-difluoride film that acted 

as a solar collector at daytime and a sky radiator at night. They continuously investigated its heating 

and cooling performance together with a non-selective solar collector-sky radiator for 22 h, from 

9:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. of the next day. However, their study lacks long-term experiments and 

radiative cooling tests under different sky conditions. In this study, we proposed a new spectrally 

selective surface for both solar heating during daytime and radiative cooling during nighttime. We 

trial-manufactured a type of composite surface named TPET composite surface by combining 

Ti-based solar selective absorber with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) based on the spectral analysis 

mentioned above. A schematic diagram of the TPET composite surface is shown in Fig. 2. The 

Ti-based solar absorber (Fig. 3a) employed in this study (a product bought from Guangdong Five 

Star Solar Energy Co. Ltd) consists of a 400-μm-thick aluminum substrate and a 200-nm-thick 
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Ti-based absorbing coating. The Ti-based absorbing coating is an evaporated titanium nitride film 

(TiNOx) synthesized by the vacuum magnetron sputtering technology. At the beginning, we cleaned 

the surface of the Ti-based solar absorber and made it as flat as possible. Then we covered a layer of 

30-μm-thick PET powder (Fig. 3b) on the Ti-based solar absorbing coating with a powder monitor. 

At the next stage, it was sent to a constant temperature oven (Fig. 3c) at a temperature of 200 °C for 

approximately 10 min. The PET powder was turned into film and then adhered to the Ti-based solar 

absorber. The new composite surface after natural cooling was called the TPET composite surface 

(Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the TPET composite surface 

     
(a) Ti-based solar absorber              (b) PET powder            (c) Constant temperature oven 

Fig. 3. Materials and processing facility of the TPET composite surface 
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Fig.4. The photo of the TPET composite surface. 

Then, the spectral properties of the TPET composite surface were measured using spectral testing 

instruments. In addition, a combined system for both solar heating and radiative cooling (SH-RC 

system) based on the TPET composite surface was mounted beside a traditional flat-plate solar heating 

system. Long-term comparative experiments were carried out under different sky conditions to fully 

investigate their thermal performances at daytime and nighttime.  

2. Description of the solar heating and radiative cooling collector (SH-RC collector) and the 

experimental set-up  

2.1 Description of the SH-RC collector  

   We designed two corresponding collectors, namely, a SH-RC collector (collector A) and a 

traditional flat-plate solar collector (collector B), to evaluate the thermal performance between the 

SH-RC system (system A) and traditional flat-plate solar heating system (system B). In Fig. 5 it shows 

the section structure of the two collectors with the same components, such as windscreen, collecting 

surface, copper pipes, and insulation layer. The collecting surface has an area of 1140 mm × 950 mm 

and a thickness of about 0.4 mm. Nine copper pipes, with dimensions of ϕ7 mm × 1 mm × 1220 mm 

were placed at the back of the collecting surface evenly. The length between the two adjacent copper 
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pipes was approximately 105.6 mm. Anterior to the collecting surface, a windscreen was provided to 

prevent heating or cooling loss by heat convection and to prevent the entry of dust particles and rain. 

The air gap between the windscreen and collecting surface was 40 mm. Additionally, a 50 mm thick 

thermal insulation layer was placed behind and around the collecting surface.  

 

Fig. 5. Section structure of the two collectors 

   However, the two collectors have different materials for the collecting surface and windscreen; the 

collecting surface of collector A is the TPET composite surface, whereas that of collector B is the 

Ti-based solar selective absorber. We tested the spectral properties of the TPET composite surface and 

Ti-based solar absorber first. The spectral testing instruments used in this study were the UV-Vis-NIR 

spectrophotometer (DUV-3700) (Fig. 6a) and Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer (FTIR) 

(Bruker Equinox 55) (Fig. 6b). Both instruments can test spectral reflectivity and transmittance as a 

function of wavelength λ, with spectral regions at 0.2–2.5 and 2.5–25 μm, respectively. We tested the 

samples of the two surfaces three times under the same conditions and took the average to remove any 

discrepancies. Fig. 7 shows their spectral absorptivities (emissivities) based on the testing results and 

Equation (1).  

                                    αλ + ρλ = 1                                   (1)  
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      (a) UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (DUV-3700)      (b) Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer (Bruker Equinox 

55) 

Fig.6. The spectral testing instruments 

   

        (a) TPET composite surface (in collector A)                (b) Ti-based solar absorber (in collector B) 

Fig. 7. Spectral absorptivity (emissivity) of the two collecting surfaces 

A glass plate acts as the windscreen of collector B, which has a spectral transmittance of over 80% in 

the solar radiation band and a very low spectral transmittance in the infrared band. Notably, the 

windscreen of collector A should have high spectral transmittance in both solar radiation and 

atmospheric window wavelengths to enable most radiation in the two regions to pass through it. 

Therefore, the glass cover used in collector B cannot act as a windscreen here. Polyethylene film has a 

high spectral transmittance in the entire 0.2–25 μm region, which indicates that it is a favorable 

windscreen for both solar heating and radiative cooling. In this study, we chose low-density 20 μm 

thick polyethylene film as the windscreen of collector A. Spectral transmittance of both windscreens 

in the 0.2–25 μm region was tested using the UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer and FTIR 

spectrophotometer. The test results are shown in Fig. 8.  
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                    (a)                                      (b) 

Fig. 8. Spectral transmittance of (a) 20 μm thick low-density polyethylene film and (b) 5 mm thick glass plate 

2.2 Experimental set-up  

   The experimental set-ups of systems A and B are shown in Fig. 9, which mainly consists of 

collector A, collector B, a thermostatic water tank, two circulation pumps, two water flow meters, and 

four platinum resistances. To carry out the daily average thermal performances of the two systems, in 

diurnal system testing mode the thermostatic water tank was replaced by two 65 L water tanks, and the 

circulation loops were changed to those of other common solar water heating systems [16].  

P1 P2

P3 P4

F1 F2

C1 C2

SH-RC collector
Traditional flat-plate

solar collector

Thermostatic

water tank

 circulation pump  circulation pump

 water flowmeter  water flowmeter

 platinum

resistance
 platinum

resistance

 platinum

resistance

 platinum

resistance

(collector A) (collector B)

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 9. Configuration of the experimental set-ups of systems A and B 

(a) schematic and (b) photo.  

The experimental facilities were mounted on the roof platform of a building in the University of 

Science and Technology of China, Hefei (32° N, 117° E). The two collectors were fixed at an 

inclination angle of 32° facing south to maximize the annual total solar irradiance received, although 

collector A would have the best radiative cooling performance if it were installed horizontally with an 

unobstructed view of the sky [34].  

A list of experimental testing and monitoring devices is provided in Table 1. Solar irradiance was 

Table 1 List of experimental testing and monitoring devices 

Device Specification Accuracy 

Pyranometer  TBQ-2A  2%  

Water flow meter  Senlod LZB-10  2.5%  

Platinum resistances  WZP-PT100  ±0.15 °C  

Thermocouple  Type T (copper-constantan)  ±0.5 °C  

Data acquisition/switch unit  Agilent 3490A  /  
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measured using a TBQ-2A Pyranometer. The flow rate of circulating water was measured by two 

Senlod LZB-10 water flow meters, and four platinum resistances were installed at the inlets and outlets 

of each collector separately. The ambient temperature was measured by three thermocouples located in 

a thermometer shelter. All data were recorded using an Agilent data acquisition instrument with an 

interval of 10 s.  

3. Performance evaluation of the systems and experimental methods  

3.1 Performance evaluation of the system  

The diurnal thermal efficiency of the two collectors can be defined as the heat gain of the working 

fluid between the outlet and inlet of the collector divided by incident solar irradiance and aperture area, 

expressed as  

 w out in

th

c

mc T T

GA



                               (2) 

where is m the mass flow rate of circulation water (kg/s), cw is the specific heat capacity of water 

(J/(kg·K)), Tin and Tout are respectively water temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the collector (K), G 

is the incident solar irradiance per square meter (W/m2), and Ac is the aperture area of the collector 

(m2). 

To eliminate the effect of solar irradiance variation and temperature difference between the 

surroundings and water at the collector inlet and to obtain general conclusions, the Hottel-Whillier 

model was applied. The heat gain of the collector can be expressed as [35]  

   u c R R L in ae
Q A GF F U T T                            (3) 

where FR is the heat removal factor of the collector, (τα)e is the effective transmittance-absorptance 

product, UL is the energy loss coefficient of collector (K·m2/W), and Ta is the ambient temperature (K).  
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   Thus, the diurnal thermal efficiencies of the collector can be plotted as a function of reduced 

temperature, expressed as [36]  

  in a
th R R Le

T T
F F U

G
 


                             (4) 

where the intercept FR(τα)e and slope FRUL represent the thermal efficiency of collector at 

zero-reduced temperature and the energy loss of the collector, respectively.  

   The daily average thermal efficiency of the system depends on the total solar irradiance of the 

aperture area, initial and final water temperature in the water tank, and mass of water in the water tank. 

This factor can be written as  

 w final initialw
th

mc T TQ

H H



                            (5) 

where Qw is the total heat gain of water in the water tank during the testing time (J), H is the total solar 

irradiance of the aperture area during the testing time (J), m is the mass of water in water tank (kg), and 

Tinitial and Tfinal are the initial and final water temperatures in the water tank (K), respectively. In this 

study, water temperature in the water tank is the measured averages of five thermocouples in the water 

tank:  

5

1

5

i

w

T
T 


                                 (6) 

where Ti is the measured value of water temperature in the water tank by thermocouples (K).  

   With different initial water temperatures in the water tank, the daily average thermal efficiency of 

the system can be linearly fitted as a function of reduced temperature, expressed as [37]  

0
initial a

th loss

T T
U

H
 


                               (7) 
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The intercept 
0  is the thermal efficiency of the system at zero-reduced temperature, slope Uloss is the 

energy loss coefficient of the system (K·m2/W), and 
aT  represents the average ambient temperature 

during the testing time (K). 

   The nocturnal cooling power of the two collectors can be defined as the heat loss of the working 

fluid between the outlet and inlet of the collector divided by the aperture area of the collector, 

expressed as  

 w in out

c

mc T T
P

A


                                (8) 

   To eliminate the effect of variation of temperature difference between the ambient and the water at 

the collector inlet and to obtain general conclusions, we proposed a similar model to express the 

cooling power of the collector by referencing the Hottel-Whillier model:  

   c R R L in ae
P A F F U T T                             (9) 

The intercept AcFR(τα)e and slope AcFRUL represent the cooling power of the collector at zero-reduced 

temperature and energy loss of the collector, respectively.  

3.2 Experimental methods  

In collector testing modes, as shown in Fig. 9, the two collectors were installed in parallel. The 

outlet of the thermostatic water tank was connected with the inlets of the two collectors by aluminium 

plastic tubes, which enables the thermostatic water tank to vary and unify the inlet water temperature 

of the two collectors. The inlet of the thermostatic water tank was connected with the outlets of the two 

collectors by aluminium plastic tubes as well. Four platinum resistances were installed at the inlet and 

outlet of each collector separately to monitor the inlet and outlet temperatures of the collector. Two 

water flow meters, one for each circulation loop, were set between the outlet of the thermostatic water 

tank and the inlet of the collector to record the circulation flow rate. In this study, the circulation flow 
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rates of the two circulation loops were equated, about 0.016 kg/s for the diurnal collector testing mode 

and about 0.012 kg/s for the nocturnal collector testing mode. By changing the inlet water temperature 

of the collector under different weather conditions, a series of experiments was carried out under 

quasi-steady-state conditions to evaluate the thermal performance of the two collectors both at daytime 

and nighttime.  

In the diurnal system testing mode, the thermostatic water tank was replaced by two 65 L water 

tanks and the circulation loops were changed to those of other common solar water heating systems. 

Thus, the two systems operated separately. In this study, long-term tests were carried out in good 

weather conditions from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. during April to May in 2015. The initial water 

temperature in the water tank of the two systems was almost equated before each experiment and the 

circulation flow rates of the two systems were about 0.016 kg/s.  

4. Experimental results and discussions  

4.1 Diurnal collector tests  

The diurnal collector tests were conducted on July 13, 2015. By changing the inlet temperatures, a 

series of diurnal thermal efficiency data of the two collectors was obtained. The curves of ηth against 

(Tin-Ta)/G are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. According to Equation (4), the thermal 

efficiencies of the two collectors can be expressed with regression lines:  

0.627 8.44 in a
th A

T T

G
 


                            (10) 

                              0.726 4.86 in a
th B

T T

G
 


                            (11) 

We learned that the thermal efficiency of collector A at zero-reduced temperature was 62.7%, which 

was about 86.4% of that of collector B. As the (Tin-Ta)/G value increased, the thermal efficiency of 

both the two collectors decreased gradually with slopes of -8.44 and -4.86, respectively, which 
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indicates that the decline velocity of thermal efficiency of collector A is greater than that of collector B. 

Overall, the thermal efficiencies of collector A were lower than that of collector B under 

same(Tin-Ta)/G values based on the fact that the windscreen of the two collectors, namely, 

polyethylene film and glass plate, showed completely opposite transmittance properties in infrared 

bands. Moreover, the TPET composite surface of collector A has greater emissivities and thus greater 

radiative heat loss than the Ti-based solar absorber of collector B in infrared wavelengths, especially 

in the atmospheric window band. However, collector A still showed a significant solar heating 

performance.  

   

(a)                                       (b)  

Fig. 10 Plot of diurnal thermal efficiencies of the two collectors:  

(a) the SH-RC collector (collector A) and (b) the traditional flat-plate solar heating collector (collector B). 

4.2 Nocturnal collector tests on a clear night  

The nocturnal collector tests were first carried out in the late evening of July 14, 2015 to test the 

nocturnal cooling performance on a clear night. The curves of P against Tin-Ta are shown in Figs. 11(a) 

and 11(b), respectively. According to Equation (8), the cooling powers of the two collectors can be 

expressed with regression lines:  

 50.3 6.96A in aP T T                             (12) 

 6.12 3.93 i aB nP T T                             (13) 
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As seen from the figures, the nocturnal cooling power of collector A at zero-reduced temperature 

reached over 50 W/m2, which represents the net radiative cooling power that is about eight times that 

of collector B. As the Tin-Ta value increased, the cooling power of both collectors increased gradually 

with slopes of 6.96 and 3.93, demonstrating that the increasing velocity of thermal efficiency of 

collector A is greater than that of collector B. In addition, when the water at the inlet of collector A 

reached its stagnation temperature where the cooling power fell to zero, the temperature was about 

7.2 °C lower than that of the surroundings. By contrast, the stagnation temperature of the water at the 

inlet of collector B was just about 1.6 °C lower than the ambient temperature. Notably, the 

significant difference between the spectral properties of the windscreen and collecting surface in the 

infrared wavelengths of the two collectors resulted in the significantly different nocturnal radiative 

cooling performances. Furthermore, collector A in this study was fixed at an inclination angle of 32° 

facing south to maximize the annual total solar irradiance received. However, greater net radiative 

cooling powers and lower stagnation temperatures of the water at the inlet of the collector would be 

expected if the collector was installed at any inclination angles less than 32° or was mounted 

horizontally with an unobstructed view of the sky.  

  

(a)                                        (b) 

Fig. 11 Plot of nocturnal cooling power of the two collectors on a clear night: 

(a) the SH-RC collector (collector A) and (b) the traditional flat-plate solar heating collector (collector B). 
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4.3 Nocturnal collector tests on an overcast night  

The nocturnal collector tests were then carried out in the late evening of July 17, 2015 to test the 

nocturnal cooling performance during an overcast night. The curves of P against Tin-Ta are shown in 

Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), respectively. According to Equation (9), the cooling powers of the two collectors 

can be expressed with regression lines:  

 23.4 6.18 i aA nP T T                              (14) 

 2.76 3.91 i aB nP T T                              (15) 

Fig. 12 reveals similar trends of cooling power variation, as shown in Fig. 11. The net radiative cooling 

power of the two collectors were 23.4 and 2.76 W/m2, which amounted to about half of that on a clear 

night. However, the increasing velocities (i.e., slopes) of the cooling power of both collectors were 

almost the same as that on a clear night. Additionally, the stagnation temperatures of the water at the 

inlet of the two collectors were about 3.8 and 0.71 °C. Comparing the values of the net radiative 

cooling power and stagnation temperature between a clear night and an overcast night, we learned that 

the sky condition is a significant factor in the radiative cooling performance of the collector. The 

clearer the sky, the better radiative cooling performance the collector will exhibit.  

   

(a)                                        (b) 

Fig. 12 Plot of nocturnal cooling power of the two collectors on an overcast night: 

(a) the SH-RC collector (collector A) and (b) the traditional flat-plate solar heating collector (collector B). 
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Table 2 shows the thermal performance of different types of flat plate solar water collector, 

radiative cooling collector and the SH-RC collector. The thermal efficiencies or cooling powers at 

zero reduced temperature are chosen to be compared. We can see from Table 2 that the SH-RC 

collector shows satisfactory performances both at daytime and nighttime. The new design makes it 

possible to operate efficiently throughout all day and has potential for various applications. Taking 

residential applications as an example, heat and cooling energy are produced for domestic use in 

different time periods and/or seasons. 

Table 2 Thermal performance of different types of flat plate collector 

Type Thermal efficiency 

Net cooling power (clear sky) 

(W/m2) 

Solar water collector [38] 0.728~0.790 - 

Radiative cooling collector [39] - 20~80 

SH-RC collector 0.627 50.3 

4.4 Diurnal system tests  

In general, the system performance was of greater concern. In this study, a multiday system-wide 

solar heating test was performed from April to May 2015 to determine the daily solar heating capacity 

of the collector. The multiday results of systems A and B are shown in Fig. 13. According to the linear 

fitted curves, the daily average thermal efficiencies are expressed as  

0.386 0.187 initial a
th A

T T

H
 


                         (16) 

0.484 0.136 initial a
th B

T T

H
 


                          (17) 

The thermal efficiency of system A at zero-reduced temperature was 38.6%, which is about 79.8% of 

that of system B. As the  initial aT T H value increased, the thermal efficiency of both the two 
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systems decreased steadily with slopes of -0.187 and -0.136. Although system A was lower than 

system B in daily average thermal efficiency, the former still presented a considerable solar heating 

capacity.  

   

                   (a)                                       (b)   

Fig. 13 Plot of daily average thermal efficiencies of the two systems: 

(a) the SH-RC system (system A) and (b) the traditional flat-plate solar heating system (system B). 

5. Conclusions  

In this paper, a type of composite surface that combined Ti-based solar selective absorber coating 

with TPET was trial-manufactured to achieve integrative functions of both solar heating and radiative 

cooling. The spectral properties of the TPET composite surface were measured with spectral testing 

instruments. Additionally, a combined system based on the TPET composite surface (named SH-RC 

system) was mounted together with a traditional flat-plate solar heating system. Comparative 

experiments were carried out to investigate their thermal performances both at daytime and nighttime. 

The results are as follows:  

(1) The TPET composite surface had high spectral absorptivity (emissivity) in solar radiation and 

atmospheric window wavelengths, indicating that it could act as a solar collector during the day and a 

nocturnal radiator during the night. In other bands aside from the solar radiation and atmospheric 

window bands, the TPET composite surface exhibited relatively low spectral absorptivity (emissivity), 
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allowing it to decrease radiative heating loss during daytime and radiative cooling loss during 

nighttime.  

(2) In diurnal collector testing mode, thermal efficiency of the SH-RC collector at zero-reduced 

temperature was 62.7%, which was about 86.4% of that of the traditional flat-plate solar heating 

collector, showing a significant solar heating performance.  

(3) In nocturnal collector testing mode, the SH-RC collector had net radiative cooling powers of 

50.3 W/m2 on a clear night and 23.4 W/m2 on an overcast night, presenting a considerable radiative 

cooling capacity. The stagnation temperatures of water at the inlet of the two collectors were 7.2 and 

3.8 °C in the two sky conditions. Additionally, better performance would be expected if the collector 

was installed at any inclination angles less than 32°. By contrast, the traditional flat-plate solar heating 

collector exhibited very low radiative cooling capacity.  

(4) In diurnal system testing mode, the daily average thermal efficiency of the SH-RC system and 

the traditional flat-plate solar heating system at zero-reduced temperature was 38.6% and 48.4%, 

respectively.  

(5) Overall, the SH-RC system showed a considerable performance for both diurnal solar heating 

and nocturnal radiative cooling. The system could work all day to address the limitations of traditional 

radiative cooling systems and flat-plate solar systems and to shorten the initial payback period.  

The spectral property of the collecting surface, the windscreen material, the sky condition, the 

humidity of the testing environment, and the thermal insulation are the main factors in determining 

the performance of the SH-RC system. These parameters could be further studied to explore thermal 

behavior, especially the limited nocturnal radiative cooling capacity of the SH-RC system.  
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